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Sandwich panels with composite/steel skin sheets and foam core are very often used as lightweight structures
in automotive, maritime and aerospace applications due to their performances like high bending stiffness
and strength and also lightweight. As an alternative to classical structural reinforced panels, the sandwich
structures are justifying their use in various industrial fields, making these structures less complex, by
eliminating the need for secondary stiffening. In the paper are presented three models of sandwich, steelfoam-steel, composite-foam-composite or steel-foam-composite structures, of different thicknesses, with
functional use in various fields depending on necessities. The mechanical characteristics of the materials
used in their manufacture have been determined. The panels have been subjected to various load cases in
order to determine an optimal combination of weight and strength. At the same time, the numerical models
used in the finite element analysis of the sandwich structures with specific elements for layered composites
or sandwich (SHELL 4L and SOLID L) are presented.
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Sandwich structures are a particular case of laminated
composite material, which consists of a relatively thick
and soft middle layer (core) located between thin, rigid
and strong skins. The skins are usually made of metallic
material, polymer-based composites, or combination of
these materials while the core may be a polymeric foam,
a honeycomb or other material [1] that has the role of
keeping the skins away, to achieve the proposed strength
and rigidity performances of the panel. The main advantage
of the core is that it is light, but has a great contribution to
the panel’s strength and stiffness. Considering the strengthto-weight ratio, simplicity in construction, and impact
strength properties, such a structure, called the Sandwich
Plate System (SPS), is widely used in most industrial areas,
[2-5].
The performance of FEM simulations of sandwich plates
and accurate descriptions of the flexural behaviour, require
the modeling of both the skins as well as the core.
The transfer of load between the constituent elements
is achieved by bonding the faces and the core, which leads
to the obtaining of a new material, with high stiffness and
high strength but with a very low weight, by 10 to 70%
versus metal structure [2], with consequences of reducing
operational construction costs compared to equivalent steel
structures.
Generally, for SPS production in the field of ship
structures, thicknesses of 1-8 mm for metal faces and 1550 mm for core are used, which does not modify structural
resistance and safety in comparison with a similar steel
model. In situations of intentional or accidental loading,
including due to collision impact or wave shock, a welldesigned SPS structure can withstand much larger
impulses than a solid structure of the same weight [6].
SPS panels are very stable due to the core that prevents
the effects of local buckling. Semi-empirical equations
have been developed to determine the load capacity and
these have been verified using complete static or dynamic
(DMA) tests [7-10], but also by finite element analysis [1112]. In general, the structural analysis with finite elements
of composite sandwich structures is performed in order to
determine the equivalent stresses and to observe the total

deformations for different constructive solutions. In a SPS
composite structure, the equivalent stresses as well as
the total deformations suffer variations depending on the
nature of the face material, the core and the thickness of
the layers, correlated with their dimensional values, but
also depending on the mode of application of the loads
[13-16].
In the paper is presented a comparative analysis of the
finite element of three sandwich plate systems, with skins’
thicknesses of 1, 2 and 3 mm respectively, made out of a
polymer (polyester resin and bidirectional fiber glass fabric)
/ steel and a 18 mm thick core, made out of polyurethane
foam (extruded polystyrene foam). The various
combinations of material types have been used: steelfoam-steel composites, composite-foam-composite and
steel-foam-composite, for which the mechanical
characteristics have been previously determined.
Experimental part
Mechanical tests
Core mechanical characteristics estimation
A specimen having dimensions of lx=ly=lz=100mm,
made out of foam used for core fabrication has been tested
to estimate the mechanical characteristics (fig. 1).
The compression test has been performed by loading
the specimen with axial force having values from 0 to 5kN,
only for elastic range. In thefigure 2 the stress-strain curve
is illustrated. As it is seen, the characteristic curve is linear
in the elastic domain [17,18]. According to the test, the
mechanical characteristics obtained for foam are: Young’s

Fig. 1 Compression
test for core material

Fig. 2 Stress-strain curve for core’s
material
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modulus E = 0.67 MPa, Poisson’s ratio µ=0.011, shear
modulus, G=0.33MPa.
Skin’s polymer mechanical characteristics estimation
For skins, the polymer (polyester resin and bidirectional
fiber glass fabric) has been used. The mechanical
characteristics have been determined a specimen having
dimensions of 250x25x5mm. The tensions test has been
performed by loading the specimen with axial force (fig.
3). In figure 4 the stress-strain curve is illustrated. As it is
seen, the characteristic curve is linear in the elastic domain.
According to the test, the mechanical characteristics
obtained for foam are: Young’s modulus Ex=38.6GPa,
Ey=8.27GPa, Poisson’s ratio µ=0.26, shear modulus,
G=4.14GPa.

Numerical parametric analysis of the flexural
characteristics of the sandwich composite panels
Numerical analysis was performed on sandwich
structural composite plates, simply supported on two sides
at 10 mm from the short sides. Loading was done with
uniformly distributed pressure on a rectangular area of
100mm x 20mm on the middle of the plate surface. The
resultants of the three pressure cases are: P1 = 27.7N; P2
= 36.6N; P3 = 45.5N.
The COSMOS/M licensed code has been used to
determine the stiffness and strength characteristics of
sandwich structural composite plates. Two FEM models
have been used: SHELL4L and SOLIDL. In figures 5 and 6
the mesh using the two FE models are illustrated.
The displacements maps (w z [mm]), for the three
loading cases, in the case of thickness of 1mm are
illustrated in tables 1 and 2 for the both FE mesh models.
Fig. 5 Mesh model
with 84 FEs type
SHELL 4L

Fig. 4 Stress-strain curve for polymeric
material
Fig. 3 Tensile test for
polymeric material

Skin’s steel mechanical characteristics
Since the mechanical characteristics of the steel are
generally known, they have not been determined
experimentally, taking the ones known in the literature.

Fig. 6 Mesh model
with 155 FEs type
SOLID L

Table 1
DISPLACEMENTS MAPS FOR SHELL 4L MESH MODEL
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Table 2
DISPLACEMENTS MAPS FOR SOLID L MESH MODEL

According to the results obtained in numerical analysis,
the variation of the maximum displacement obtained for
the all skin cases and the three skin thickness values, for
the both FE models, in loading case P1 are presented in
figure 7. As it is expected, the panels with the faces made
out of steel are more stiffen.

Fig. 7 Variation of the panels’ maximum displacements for loading
case P1

In figures 8 and 9, the variation of the maximum
displacement versus the loading case for all three skin’s
thickness values, for each combination of skin materials
are illustrated. As it is expected, the maximum
displacement values are increasing since the skin’s
thickness is decreasing. The difference in modeling with
the two FE models is observed. The modeling with SOLID
L produces an elastic structure compared with the
modeling with SHELL 4L.
For the most critical point of the panel, the variation of
the normal stress and shear stress on the thickness are
drawn [19]. In the figures 10 and 11these variation are
illustrated for the both modeling cases: SHELL 4L and
SOLID L.
684

As it is seen in figures 10 and 11 the variation of stresses
for modeling with SHELL 4L and SOLID L elements
produces differences in variation within the thickness.
The actual shear stresses distribution is parabolic
through the thickness of the face and core. In the case the
faces are much thinner and stiffer than the core (as, indeed,
they always are) then the shear stress can be treated as
linear through the face and constant in the core.
Experimental part
Sandwich panels with the structure and dimensions
described in previous chapter have been fabricated (fig.
12). The 9 panels have been tested in the situation of three
points bending like the composite beams (Three points
bending test simulation). In order to determine the states
of stress and displacements in plates, a rig concerning the
following equipment have been used: predefined weights,
displacement transducer; strain gauges; Quantum strain
gauge bridge; Laptop and Catman data acquisition and
processing software.
In table 3 the characteristics of the manufactured
sandwich plates used for three points bending test
simulation are described.
The plates have been supported on lines parallel to the
short sides at a distance of 10 mm from the side. The
loading of each of the plates was done with 3 forces. Each
plate was loaded, sequentially with the predefined weights
(P1, P2 and P3). The displacement from the middle section
of the plate (for all plates) was recorded with LVDT system
(fig. 13).
In figure 14 the variation of the maximum displacement
versus the skin’s thickness for loading case P1 for each
combination of skin materials so for numerical and
experimental analysis are illustrated. As it is expected, the
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Fig. 8 Thickness variation
[mm] versus the loading case

Fig. 9 Thickness variation
[mm] versus the skin’s
thickness

Fig. 10 Normal stress variation along
thickness for loading case P3 and skin
thickness of 1mm

Fig. 11 Shear stress variation along
thickness for loading case P3 and skin
thickness of 1mm
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Table 3
PLATES
CHARACTERISTICS

Fig. 13 Experimental
test

Fig. 12 The
manufactured
sandwich plates

Fig. 14 Variation of maximum displacement in the three cases
(experimental and numerical: modeling with SHELL 4L and SOLID
L elements) for P1

maximum displacement values are increasing since the
skin’s thickness is decreasing. In figure 15 the variation of
maximum displacement in the three cases (experiment
and numeric modeling with SHELL 4L and SOLID L
elements) for the cases of P1 loading and P2 loading.

Fig 15 Variation of maximum displacement in the three cases
(experimental and numerical: modeling with SHELL 4L and SOLID
L elements) for P1 and P2

The difference in modeling with the two FE models is
observed. The modeling with SOLID L produces an elastic
structure compared with the modeling with SHELL 4L.
As can be seen from the graphical representation in the
figure 15, the maximum displacement value for SHELL 4L
modeling is approximately the same as in the experimental

Fig. 16 Variation of the
maximum displacement [mm]
versus the three loading cases
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Fig. 17 Variation of the
maximum displacement [mm]
versus the skin thickness

case. When modeling with SOLID L elements, the values
are about 15% higher than the experimental values for
displacements.
As a final conclusion, in figures 16 and 17 the variation
of the maximum displacement versus the three loading
cases and skin thickness for the experiment analysis and
modeling with SHELL 4L (best numerical model) are
illustrated.
Following the analysis with finite elements (SHELL 4L
modeling) and following the experimental measurements,
the following conclusions can be drawn:
- The maximum displacement increases directly
proportional to the load in all the cases analyzed both in
modeling and experimentation;
- The maximum displacement decreases as the
thickness of the faces increases, regardless of their
material.
- By analyzing the graphs it can be observed that the
displacement value is approximately the same for both
SHELL 4L modeling and experimental measurements.
Conclusions
The flexural behaviour of composite sandwich panels
has been numerical and experimental modeled by
performing a 3D finite element static three points bending
test simulation. The foam core and the face sheets have
been modeled using two FE models: SHELL 4L and SOLID
L. The accuracy of the FE model was evaluated by
comparing experimental results with numerical predictions
for various loading and various thicknesses of the face
sheets. The agreement with the experimental results was
satisfactory for the model with SHELL 4L in the case of
displacements variation. In addition, it was found that the
variation of the normal and shear stresses within the
thickness has the leap on the interface between skins and
core. The convergence study performed during analysis
showed that the results are converging with mesh
refinement.
The differences between the numerical and
experimental values are within the expected range. The
parametric study shows that the central deflection of the
panel increases since the face sheets thickness decreases.
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